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The Vision of Alchemy is: “A sustainable future beyond mining through mining.” 
 

 Alchemy is Anglo American Platinum’s R3.5 billion community empowerment and 
development initiative based on principles of integrated, inclusive and sustainable 
development.  
 

 Alchemy is named after the ancient quest to turn lead into gold.  This programme 
seeks to transform unrealised platinum wealth into a resource for community 
upliftment and development.   
 

 Alchemy started in 2009 as a journey and not a blueprint, evolving through a 
careful programme development process informed by ongoing engagement with 
local leadership, communities and other stakeholders.  

 

 It is a community empowerment transaction providing equity ownership to mine 
host communities around four of Anglo American Platinum’s operations to build 
mutual and lasting value and a sustainable future beyond mining through mining. 
 

 Alchemy represents a paradigm shift towards sustainable community 
development, effective people engagement and real and accessible local 
empowerment. 

 

 All engagements and all steps in the Alchemy design and implementation process 
have been guided by a set of developmental principles.  These underpin the 
overarching vision.  
 

 Alchemy benefits residents of host communities residing within defined Benefit 
Areas surrounding the four participating mines, irrespective of traditional heritage, 
community or settlement type, ensuring that development is non-partisan and 
accessible.  
 

 It has been set up to assist with the empowerment and meaningful development of  
communities situated close to Anglo American Platinum mines at Mogalakwena, 
Rustenburg, Twickenham and Amandelbult (Tumela/Dishaba) and in key labour-
sending areas in the Eastern Cape, Mozambique and Lesotho. 
 

 Alchemy is designed to serve as a tool and a resource for communities to take 
ownership of and responsibility for their development, and to work together 
towards achieving their objectives for a sustained future beyond the lifespan of 
mines. 
 

 Alchemy seeks to be a vehicle for empowered communities to take ownership of 
local development planning and resources which will unlock sustainable futures. 
An asset based community development approach will help to identify the assets 
that communities have and what they still require – this is a departure from a more 
orthodox needs assessment. 
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 Alchemy is nonpartisan, and seeks to promote sustainable development based on 
assets held by the communities; the communities’ aspirations and on plans to 
meet them which would benefit everyone in the long term.  

 

 Alchemy shareholding will provide a source of funds for community-led structures, 
and trust governance will make sure that funds flow directly to community 
development. A safety-net provision will ensure a minimum flow of funds where 
dividends are not declared, and Corporate Social Investment and health and 
safety linked incentives will provide further funding sources. 

 

 Shares in Anglo American Platinum are held by the Lefa La Rona Trust (LLRT) on 
behalf of four community Development Trusts (DTs) and a Non Profit Company 
(NPC) responsible for managing funds for development in Labour Sending Areas. 
LLRT will administer the funds and act as a conduit between Anglo American 
Platinum and the other development structures. 
 

 Alchemy heralds a different Black Economic Empowerment approach, seeking to 
benefit mine communities directly and sustainably and facilitating development in 
key labour-sending areas.    

 

 Alchemy is informed by the objectives of Black Economic Empowerment and the 
principles and objectives of the Mining Charter, but it is driven by developmental 
rather than compliance objectives. 
 

 Every step of the evolution of Alchemy is informed by community and stakeholder 
engagement.  Partnership with communities, leaders, other business, government 
and development agencies is essential going forward. 
 

 Four local Development Trusts and a Non-Profit Company are the front line of 
Alchemy.  The DTs will managed by Trustees, including transparently selected 
Community Trustees. The DTs have been designed in consultation with locally-
based Working Groups, and structures and governance are carefully customised 
to serve local community dynamics and development requirements.  

 

 The DTs are designed to grow into self-sufficient entities that would promote local 
ownership of development planning and resources.  

 

 The Non-Profit Company, Zenzele Itereleng, has been active since 2013.  It has 
selected and is now funding development projects in selected Labour Sending 
Areas. 

 

 The first DT roll-out started in Amandelbult (Tumela/Dishaba). The Dikuno Tsa 
Sechaba Development Trust has been established in this area. This Trust has 
almost completed initial set-up tasks, and the process for Community Trustee 
selection has been launched. The Rustenburg Community Development Trust has 
also been established and Trustees are busy with initial foundation tasks. 
 

 The DTs will plan all development under their jurisdiction, doing so in consultation 
and collaboration with other local and regional development players.  In this way 
resource use will be optimised and effective development implementation 
facilitated.    
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 The Development Trusts will strive to assist communities to become more self-
sufficient by providing structures and resources to plan and execute their own 
development, and assisting in the development of skills, abilities and potential.  
 

 The Development Trusts will play a role in strengthening human dignity, by 
providing value and welfare to communities, promoting equality, respect and 
status, and facilitating ethical engagement. 

 

 DTs and the NPC are assisted in their early establishment and ongoing operations 
by several support structures.  An overarching Administrator currently serves the 
DTs and the NPC.  As they consolidate they may elect to make their own 
administrative arrangements.  A Project Development and Implementation Unit 
(PDIU) is assisting Lefa La Rona and the DTs to plan and to identify and 
implement appropriate projects. The Trusts may elect to set up dedicated project 
development and implementation arrangements as they mature and become self-
sufficient. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 


